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In this article, we have considered an extension of the inert Higgs doublet model with SU(2)L
singlet vector like fermions. Our model is capable of addressing some interesting anomalous results
in b → s`+`− decays (like R(K(∗))) and in muon (g − 2). Apart from explaining these anomalies,
and being consistent with other flavour data, the model satisfies relevant constraints in the dark
matter sector, while remaining within the reach of ongoing direct detection experiments. The model
also produces signatures at the large hadron collider (LHC) with final states comprised of dilepton,
dijet and missing energy, providing signals to be probed at higher luminosity.
I. INTRODUCTION
The low energy observables in B decays and Bq − B¯q (q = d,s) mixings play an important role in the indirect
detection of new physics (NP). In this regard, the flavour changing neutral current (FCNC) processes, such as b→ s,
are unique in a sense that in the standard model (SM) they contribute at the loop level thereby keeping their
contributions suppressed, in general. For the last couple of years, the semileptonic decays b → s`+`− (` = µ, e)
have got lot of attention. The observed ratios of the exclusive branching fractions such as R(K(∗)) = B(B →
K(∗)µ+µ−)/B(B → K(∗)e+e−) have shown anomalous behaviours with the measured values deviating from their
respective SM expectations. The LHCb collaboration has measured [1, 2]
R(K) = 0.846+0.060 +0.016−0.054−0.014, in the bin with dilepton mass squared q
2 ∈ [1.1, 6] GeV2, (1)
and
R(K∗) =
{
0.660+0.110−0.070 ± 0.024, q2 ∈ [0.045, 1.1] GeV2,
0.685+0.113−0.069 ± 0.047, q2 ∈ [1.1, 6] GeV2.
(2)
The corresponding SM predictions are, respectively, R(K) = 1.0004(8), and
R(K∗) =
{
0.920± 0.007, q2 ∈ [0.045, 1.1] GeV2,
0.996± 0.002, q2 ∈ [1.1, 6] GeV2, (3)
the details of which can be found in [3, 4]. In our analysis, we have not included the very recent results on R(K∗)
by Belle collaboration [5]. This is because the data has large error bars, making a meaningful comparison of the
results will be difficult. Therefore, the observed data indicate a possible violation of lepton universality. There have
been plenty of analysis on the NP explanations of the observed discrepancies, which we are not going to elaborate
here. In order to explain the observed discrepancies, one needs to develop a new mechanism that will generate lepton
universality violation (LUV) either at the tree level or via loops.
Amongst the other important observables, anomalous magnetic moment of muon shows deviation between theory
and experiment. Particle magnetic moments are good probes of physics beyond the SM, and the similar study could
shed light on our understanding of quantum electrodynamics (QED) and the SM. The anomalous magnetic moment
of muon has been measured very precisely while it has also been predicted in the SM to a great accuracy. The muon
anomalous magnetic moment is defined as
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2aµ ≡ gµ − 2
2
, (4)
which includes the quantum loop effects, and parametrizes the small calculable deviation from gµ = 2 (Lande’s g
factor). The SM contributions to aµ can be expressed as
aSMµ = a
QED
µ + a
EW
µ + a
Had
µ , (5)
where aQEDµ , a
EW
µ and a
Had
µ are the contributions from QED loops, electroweak loops and hadronic loops respectively.
This quantity has been measured very accurately and at present the difference between the predicted and the measured
value is given by
∆aµ = a
exp
µ − aSMµ = 26.8(7.6)× 10−10, (6)
which shows there is still room for NP beyond the SM (for details see [6]). In this study, we will look for a NP
model which is capable of addressing simultaneously both the above mentioned excesses.
On the other hand, dark matter (DM) has been understood to be present in significant amount in the present
Universe, roughly five times the abundance of ordinary baryonic matter [7]. The present dark matter abundance,
measured by the Planck [7] is often quoted as
ΩDMh
2 =
ρDM
ρc
h2 = 0.1198± 0.0015 (7)
where h = H0/(100 kms
−1Mpc−1), ρDM , and ρc =
3H20
8piG are, respectively, the present day normalized Hubble expansion
rate (H0), DM density, and the critical density of the universe, whereas G is the universal constant of gravity. Such
cosmological evidences are also complemented by astrophysical evidences suggesting the presence of non-luminous
and non-baryonic matter component in the universe [8–10].
In the SM, we do not have a suitable DM candidate which satisfies the requirements as given in [11]. This has
led to several beyond the standard model (BSM) proposals which can successfully explain DM in the Universe.
Amongst different BSM prescriptions, the paradigm with a generic weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP) is
well motivated. In such scenarios, the DM particle has mass and interactions typically around the electroweak ballpark
and can give rise to the correct dark matter relic abundance, a remarkable coincidence often referred to as the WIMP
Miracle (see, for example, [12]). Since WIMP dark matter scenarios involve additional physics around the electroweak
scale, it is tempting to speculate if the same new physics can have plausible explanations for the observed flavour
anomalies like R(K(∗)), aµ mentioned earlier. Within such unified framework, one needs to find out the allowed NP
parameter space consistent with flavour data as well as the requirements for a DM candidate. Also, it is necessary
to check that the required NP parameter spaces are consistent with all the other relevant measurements which are
not anomalous. There have been several attempts along this direction, some of which can be found in [13–17] and
references therein. Apart from being consistent with all these observations, it is also important for such a scenario to
be predictive at different experiments like direct detection of dark matter, collider searches and so on.
In a model independent analysis [18], by considering an effective theory framework, it has been shown that the
deficit in the lepton universality ratio R(K(∗)) can be best explained by the set of the operators O`9 = [b¯γµPLs][l¯γµl]
and O`10 = [b¯γµPLs][l¯γµγ5l]. Therefore, the NP models under considerations should give rise to these four-fermi
interactions either via tree or loop level diagrams for the process b→ s``. Here, we consider the inert Higgs doublet
model (IDM), which is a simple extension of the SM by an additional scalar field Φ2 transforming as doublet under
SU(2)L gauge symmetry and has hypercharge Y = 1. The model has been introduced in [19], and later studied
extensively by several groups in the context of DM phenomenology [20–28, 57].
In this model, an additional discrete Z2 symmetry is introduced in order to prevent the coupling of this scalar field
to the SM fermions. Under this Z2 symmetry, the additional scalar field transforms as Φ2 → −Φ2 whereas all SM
fields are even. If the lightest component of Φ2 is electromagnetically neutral, it can be stable and hence a good
DM candidate. Being inert in nature, IDM will not contribute to the decay b → s``. Hence, we have extended this
model by considering three generations of vector like SU(2)L singlet down type quarks and charged leptons, odd
under the Z2 symmetry so that they can couple to the SM quarks and leptons only through the inert scalar doublet.
The lightest component of Φ2 remains the lightest Z2 odd particle of the model and hence the DM candidate. We
have shown that apart from explaining the DM abundance of the Universe, the model can also explain the observed
3pattern in R(K(∗)). This model has family non-universal Yukawa couplings between Φ2, vector like fermions and the
SM fermions. Hence, it will contribute to b → s`` at one loop level. Now, if we consider a hierarchical structure
between the Yukawa couplings, such as λe << λµ, then we can expect to get R(K
(∗)) 6= 1. The additional vector like
fermions can also contribute to the relic abundance, as well as direct detection scattering rates of DM in this model,
giving us a complementary probe of the model parameters in both DM and flavour experiments.
In the pure IDM there exists two mass ranges where DM relic abundance can be satisfied: one in the low mass
regime below the W boson mass threshold (MDM < MW ) and the other around 550 GeV or above. In our extended
IDM, there will be additional annihilation channels of DM. Therefore, it is important to rescan the parameter space
for both the pure and the extended IDM. The direct detection scattering in pure IDM is primarily mediated by
the SM Higgs and faces the strongest constraints from the direct detection experiments in the low mass regime.
For example, the latest data from the LUX experiment rules out DM-nucleon spin independent cross section above
around 2.2×10−46 cm2 for DM mass of around 50 GeV [29]. On the other hand, the recently released results from the
XENON-1T experiment rules out spin independent WIMP-nucleon interaction cross section above 7.7 × 10−47 cm2
for DM mass of 35 GeV [30]. These strong bounds reduce the allowed DM masses in the low mass regime to a very
narrow region near the SM like Higgs resonance MDM ≈ mh/2. Although the direct detection limits can be somewhat
relaxed in the high mass regime (MDM ' 550 GeV), the production of DM at colliders will be suppressed compared
to the low mass regime. In the presence of additional vector like quarks, there are additional diagrams which will
contribute to the spin independent direct detection cross section. We in fact find that, compared to the pure IDM,
the presence of new vector like fermions can keep the dark matter direct detection rates closer to the experimental
upper bound for some choices of parameters.
The mediators of our model couples to SM quarks and leptons, therefore interesting collider signature are expected
with leptons and/or jets in the final state with missing energy. We study the final states containing (`+`− + /ET ),
(jj + /ET ) and (`
+`− + jj + /ET ) to unravel the model in the large hadron collider (LHC). These final states are
already explored in supersymmetry (SUSY) searches, and important constraints have been obtained on the parameter
space [32, 33]. There have also been some studies on collider signatures of pure IDM, for example see [34–36]. In
our model, we prepare few benchmark scenarios by choosing points from the new parameter spaces which are allowed
by flavour data and overcome bounds from the DM searches. We have predicted the kinematical distributions of our
signal events and compared them with the respective SM backgrounds. We find that at the high luminosity LHC the
model may be observed for a few benchmark scenarios at more than 5σ significance. We also check the perturbative
unitarity of the model and find that for the chosen benchmark points the model can remain perturbative up to an
energy scale 105 − 107 GeV.
The paper is organised as follows: in Sec. II we discuss the particle content and possible interactions, followed by
the dark matter phenomenology of the model in Sec. III; constraints from muon (g − 2) and lepton flavour violating
decays are discussed in Sec. IV; contributions in b→ s transitions are studied in Sec. V; results from DM and flavour
analysis are discussed Sec. VI and some benchmark points are also chosen for further collider study; we then discuss
the fate of this model at the LHC in Sec. VII, pointing out the possibility of probing it in future higher luminosity;
the RGE runnings are discussed in Sec. VIII and finally we summarize in Sec. IX.
II. IDM WITH VECTOR LIKE FERMIONS
As mentioned earlier, the IDM is an extension of the SM by an additional global discrete Z2 symmetry under which
a newly incorporated scalar doublet Φ2 transforms as Φ2 → −Φ2, while the usual SM fields are even under Z2. The
requirement of keeping the Z2 symmetry unbroken prevents the neutral component of the second Higgs doublet from
acquiring a non-zero vacuum expectation value (vev). Since the same discrete symmetry prevents any coupling of Φ2
with the SM fermions, it automatically makes the lightest component of Φ2 stable and hence a good DM candidate.
The scalar potential of the model involving the SM Higgs doublet Φ1 and the inert doublet Φ2 can be written as
V (Φ1,Φ2) = µ
2
1|Φ1|2 + µ22|Φ2|2 +
λ1
2
|Φ1|4 + λ2
2
|Φ2|4 + λ3|Φ1|2|Φ2|2
+ λ4|Φ†1Φ2|2 +
{
λ5
2
(Φ†1Φ2)
2 + h.c.
}
.
As the electroweak symmetry has to be broken by the vev of Φ1, we assume µ
2
1 < 0. Also, µ
2
2 > 0 is assumed so that
Φ2 does not acquire a vev. Writing the scalar fields in terms of components and expanding the field Φ1 about the
non-zero vev, we have
Φ1 =
(
0
v+h√
2
)
,Φ2 =
(
H±
H0+iA0√
2
)
(8)
4Particles SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U(1)Y Z2
QL =
uL
dL
 (3, 2, 1
6
) +
uR (3, 1,
2
3
) +
dR (3, 1,− 13 ) +
LL =
νL
eL
 (1, 2,− 1
2
) +
eR (1, 1,−1) +
Φ1 (1, 2,
1
2
) +
Φ2 (1, 2,
1
2
) -
DL,R (3, 1,− 13 ) -
EL,R (1, 1,−1) -
TABLE I: Particle content of the extension of IDM by vector like fermions.
in unitary gauge. Here v is the vev of the neutral component of Φ1. After electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB),
the masses of the physical scalars, at tree level, can be written as
m2h = λ1v
2,
M2H± = µ
2
2 +
1
2
λ3v
2,
M2H0 = µ
2
2 +
1
2
(λ3 + λ4 + λ5)v
2 = M2H± +
1
2
(λ4 + λ5) v
2,
M2A0 = µ
2
2 +
1
2
(λ3 + λ4 − λ5)v2 = M2H± +
1
2
(λ4 − λ5) v2. (9)
Here mh ≈ 125 GeV is the mass of the SM Higgs, MH0 ,MA0 are the masses of the CP even and CP odd scalars
of the inert doublet while MH± being the mass of the charged scalar. Without any loss of generality, we consider
λ5 < 0, λ4 +λ5 < 0 so that the CP even scalar is the lightest Z2 odd particle and hence a stable dark matter candidate.
Apart from the Z2 odd scalar doublet Φ2, we consider additional vector like charged fermions too, which are odd
under the same Z2 symmetry. The particle content of the model is shown in Table I. Here D is the down-type vector
like quark and E is the vector like lepton. This allows the coupling of the inert doublet scalar with the SM fermions
through the vector like fermion portal. The relevant Yukawa Lagrangian can be written as
L = (yu)ijQ¯iΦ˜1uRj + (yd)ijQ¯iΦ1dRj + (ye)ijL¯iΦ1eRj + (λD)ijQ¯iΦ2DRj + (λ`)ijL¯iΦ2ERj
+MDiD¯LiDRi +MEiE¯LiERi + h.c. (10)
where Φ˜1,2 = iτ2Φ
∗
1,2. Also, i and j are the generation indices.
III. DARK MATTER PHENOMENOLOGY
In this section we discuss the DM phenomenology of this model in terms of relic density and direct search bounds.
We divide the discussion into the following two subsections.
A. Relic abundance of DM
For a single component DM, the relic abundance can be obtained by solving the Boltzmann equation (BEQ):
dnDM
dt
+ 3HnDM = −〈σv〉(n2DM − (neqDM)2), (11)
5where nDM is the number density of the DM particle, n
eq
DM is the equilibrium number density and H is the Hubble
expansion rate. The thermally averaged annihilation cross section 〈σv〉 can be expanded in powers of (non-relativistic)
velocity as: 〈σv〉 = a+ bv2 + ..., where the first term corresponds to s-wave, the second terms corresponds to p-wave
and so on. Under this approximation, BEQ can be solved numerically to find the present day relic density of the
DM [37, 38]:
ΩDMh
2 ≈ 1.04× 10
9xF
MPl
√
g∗(a+ 3b/xF )
, (12)
where xF = MDM/TF , TF is the freeze-out temperature, MDM is the mass of dark matter, g∗ is the total number of
relativistic degrees of freedom (DOF) at the time of freeze-out (∼ 106) and and MPl ≈ 2.4× 1018 GeV is the reduced
Planck mass. WIMPs generally freeze out at: xF ≈ {20− 30}. Generically, xF can be obtained from the relation:
xF = ln
0.038gMPlMDM < σv >
g
1/2
∗ x
1/2
F
, (13)
which is derived from the equality condition of DM interaction rate Γ = nDM〈σv〉 with the rate of expansion of the
Universe H ≈ g1/2∗ T 2MPl (i.e, the freeze-out condition).
For all practical purposes, one can obtain the approximate analytical solution for relic density as [39] :
ΩDMh
2 ≈ 3× 10
−27cm3s−1
〈σv〉 . (14)
The thermally averaged annihilation cross section 〈σv〉 is given by [40]
〈σv〉 = 1
8m4TK22 (MDM/T )
∫ ∞
4M2DM
σ(s− 4M2DM )
√
sK1(
√
s/T )ds , (15)
where Ki’s are modified Bessel functions of order i.
In presence of co-annihilation, the effective cross section can be expressed as [41]:
σeff =
N∑
i,j
〈σijv〉rirj
=
N∑
i,j
〈σijv〉 gigj
g2eff
(1 + ∆i)
3/2(1 + ∆j)
3/2e
(
−xF (∆i+∆j)
)
,
(16)
where xF =
MDM
TF
and ∆i =
mi−MDM
MDM
, where the masses of the heavier components of the inert Higgs doublet are
denoted by mi. Total number of effective DOF is given by:
geff =
N∑
i=1
gi(1 + ∆i)
3/2e−xF∆i . (17)
Thermally averaged cross section then reads:
〈σijv〉 = xF
8m2im
2
jMDMK2((mi/MDM)xF )K2((mj/MDM)xF )
×∫ ∞
(mi+mj)2
dsσij(s− 2(m2i +m2j ))
√
sK1(
√
sxF /MDM).
(18)
The relic density can be again computed by approximate analytical solution:
6ΩDMh
2 =
2.4× 10−10
σeff
GeV−2. (19)
In the present model, discussed in the previous section, we consider one of the neutral component of the scalar
doublet Φ2 namely H
0, as the DM candidate for our analysis. This is similar to the inert doublet model of dark matter
discussed extensively in the literature [20–26, 57]. In the low mass regime (MH0 ≡ MDM ≤ MW ), the annihilation
of DM to the SM fermions (through s-channel Higgs mediation) dominates over other channels. As pointed out
in [23], the annihilation H0H0 →WW ∗ →Wff¯ ′ also plays a role in the MDM ≤MW region. Depending on the mass
differences MH±−MH0 (≡ ∆MH±),MA0−MH0 (≡ ∆MA0), co-annihilation of H0, H± and H0, A0 become important
in determining the relic abundance of the DM. Typically, when the heavier components of the inert scalar doublet
have masses close to the DM mass, they can be thermally accessible at the epoch of DM freeze-out. Therefore, the
annihilation cross section of DM in such a case gets additional contributions from co-annihilations between the DM
and the heavier components of the scalar doublet Φ2.
B. Dark matter direct search
H0 H0
h
q q
H0 H0
D˜
q q
q
q
D˜
H0
H0
FIG. 1: The Feynman diagrams contributing to the direct search of H0. Here, D indicates the contributions from
down type vector like quarks (all the three generations).
As mentioned earlier, there are severe constraints on spin independent DM-nucleon scattering rates from ongoing
experiments [29, 30]. In the pure IDM, the tree level DM-nucleon elastic scattering can arise through the SM Higgs
mediation and the current bounds on direct detection cross section can rule out some portion of the parameter space
satisfying relic specially in the low mass regime MDM ≈ mh/2 where bounds are stronger. The elastic DM nucleon
scattering in the present model gets additional contributions from exotic quark D, as depicted in Fig. 1 where the first
diagram corresponds to the usual SM Higgs mediated one. The additional contributions will come from the rest of the
two diagrams. There is another possible diagram mediated by Z-boson, even in the pure IDM, but that has already
been excluded by recent direct search data. Therefore, in order to forbid the Z-mediated channel, the mass of A0
has to be kept higher than that of H0 by a non-zero value, higher than typical kinetic energy (O(100 keV)) of a DM
particle so that H0 can not scatter inelastically into A0. The chosen mass splitting in our analysis satisfy this bound
as well as the ones from LEP II data [31]. Hence, in this model we have three direct search graphs corresponding to
t-channel Higgs and exotic quark mediation and another s-channel diagram mediated by the vector like quark. Due
to these additional diagrams, the direct detection rates of the extended IDM can be more promising compare to the
pure IDM, as we will discuss later. In the limit of very large exotic quark masses or very small couplings of exotic
quarks to DM, the direct detection rates will converge towards the ones known for pure IDM.
IV. MUON (g − 2) AND THE LEPTON FLAVOUR VIOLATION (LFV) DECAYS
The effective vertex of photon with any charged particle is given by:
u¯(p′)eΓµu(p) = u¯(p′)
[
eγµF1(q
2) +
ieσµνq
ν
2mf
F2(q
2) + ...
]
u(p). (20)
The factor gµ ≡ 2(F1(0) +F2(0)), and the anomalous magnetic moment is given as aµ ≡ F2(0) 6= 0 (since F1(0) = 1
at all order). Similarly, the amplitude for the LFV decays `i → `jγ can be written as:
7Mγ = u¯`j (p
′)
[
ALq
2γµPL + iARm`iσµνq
νPR
]
u`i(p). (21)
The associated branching fraction can be expressed as:
B(`i → `jγ) = ατ`i
4
m5`iA
2
R, (22)
where τ`i is the life time of the lepton `i and α = 1/137 is the fine structure constant.
µ
µ
H0/A0
ℓ˜
ℓ˜
γ
E
E
E2
2
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FIG. 2: Feynman diagrams contributing to muon anomalous magnetic moment aµ (left) and lepton flavour violat-
ing decays (right). Here, E (= E1/E2/E3) is the vector like lepton.
In our model, the leading contributions in aµ and the LFV decays like τ → µγ, µ → eγ and τ → eγ are obtained
from the diagrams in Fig. 2. In the loop, we have either H0 or A0 and the vector like lepton E (which could be either
of E1, E2 or E3). The diagram on the left hand side will contribute to aµ, which is given by
aµ =
∑
i
λµEiλ
∗
µEi
m2µ
16pi2
[
1
M2H0
(
ξ1(r
H0
Ei ) + ξ2(r
H0
Ei )
)
+
1
M2A0
(
ξ1(r
A0
Ei ) + ξ2(r
A0
Ei )
)]
, (23)
with rXEi = m
2
Ei
/M2X (X = H
0 or A0). The functions ξ1 and ξ2 are given by:
ξ1(r) =
−3 + 4r − r2
2(1− r)3 −
ln r
(1− r)3
ξ2(r) =
1
6(1− r)4 [−11 + 18r − 9r
2 + 2r3 − 6 ln r]. (24)
The contributions to the decay `i → `jγ will be obtained from the RHS diagram of Fig. 2, which is given as:
AR =
∑
k
λ`iEkλ
∗
`jEk
m`i
16pi2
[
1
M2H0
(ξ1(r
H0
Ek
) + ξ2(r
H0
Ek
) +
1
M2A0
(ξ1(r
A0
Ek
) + ξ2(r
A0
Ek
)
]
. (25)
In this section we have only shown the analytical expressions of various contributions in aµ and B(`i → `jγ), the
numerical results are presented in section VI.
V. NP CONTRIBUTIONS IN b→ s DECAYS
A. b→ s`+`− decays (` = µ, e)
As mentioned earlier, the FCNC transitions such as b → s are important probes of flavour physics and are highly
sensitive to NP contributions. The effective Hamiltonian for the b → s transitions at low energy can be written as
[44, 45]:
Heff = −4GF√
2
VtbV
∗
ts
 ∑
i=1...6
CiOi +
∑
i=7,8,9,10,S,P
(CiOi + C ′iO′i)
+ h.c. (26)
8where Oi and O
′
i’s are the dimension six effective operators which are given as below,
O1 = (s¯αcβ)V−A(c¯βbα)V−A, O2 = (s¯c)V−A(c¯b)V−A,
O3 = (s¯b)V−A
∑
q
(q¯q)V−A, O4 = (s¯αbβ)V−A
∑
q
(q¯βqα)V−A,
O5 = (s¯b)V−A
∑
q
(q¯q)V+A, O6 = (s¯αbβ)V−A
∑
q
(q¯βqα)V+A,
O7 = e
g2
mb(s¯σµνPRb)F
µν , O′7 =
e
g2
mb(s¯σµνPLb)F
µν ,
O8 = 1
g
mb(s¯σµνT
aPRb)G
µν , O′8 =
1
g
mb(s¯σµνT
aPLb)G
µν ,
O9 = e
2
g2
(s¯γµPLb)(l¯γ
µl), O′9 =
e2
g2
(s¯γµPRb)(l¯γ
µl),
O10 = e
2
g2
(s¯γµPLb)(l¯γ
µγ5l), O′10 =
e2
g2
(s¯γµPRb)(l¯γ
µγ5l),
OS = e
2
16pi2
(s¯PLb)(l¯l), O′S =
e2
16pi2
(s¯PRb)(l¯l),
OP = e
2
16pi2
(s¯PLb)(l¯γ5l), O′P =
e2
16pi2
(s¯PRb)(l¯γ5l), (27)
where α and β denote the color indices and the labels (V ±A) refer to γµ(1±γ5), and PL,R =
(
1∓γ5
2
)
. The operators
O1 to O10 appear in the SM effective theory, as well as in specific BSM scenarios, while the rest will appear only
in NP models. The Wilson coefficients (Cis) corresponding to the SM effective operators can be found in [46]. The
operators relevant for the decay b→ s`+`− are given by O(′)9,10. However, only O9,10 can explain the observed pattern
in R(K(∗)) [18]. The expression for the decay rate corresponding to the operator basis given in Eq. 27 are taken from
[44].
Another b → sµ+µ− transition that plays a major role in constraining the NP parameter spaces is the rare decay
Bs → µ+µ−. In the SM, this decay occurs via the penguin and the box diagrams, and is helicity suppressed. In the
operator basis mentioned in Eq. 27, only O10 contributes to this process within SM. Corresponding expression for the
branching fraction is given by:
B(Bs → l+l−)SM = τBs
G2Fα
2
16pi3
|VtbV ∗ts|mBsm2µ
√
1− 4m
2
µ
m2Bs
f2Bs |C10|2. (28)
The SM prediction [47] and the measured value [6, 48] of the branching fraction for this particular rare decay are
respectively given by:
B(Bs → µ+µ−)SM = (3.65± 0.23)× 10−9, (29)
B(Bs → µ+µ−)Expt = (2.7+0.6−0.5)× 10−9. (30)
We note that the measured value and the SM prediction are consistent with each other within the error bars. This,
in turn, will be helpful to constrain new physics parameters.
In the BSM framework, there are several dimension six effective operators which may contribute to the process
Bs → µ+µ−. In the operator basis of Eq. 27, the expression for the branching fraction will then be modified to:
B(Bs → µ+µ−)BSM = τBsf2Bsm3Bs
G2Fα
2
64pi3
|VtbV ∗ts|
√
1− 4m
2
µ
m2Bs
[
m2Bs
m2b
(
1− 4m
2
µ
m2Bs
) ∣∣∣CS − C ′S∣∣∣2
+
∣∣∣∣mBsmb (CP − C ′P ) + 2 mµmBs (C10 − C ′10)
∣∣∣∣2 ].
(31)
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FIG. 3: Feynman diagrams contributing to b → s`` process. Here X/X ′ can be either H0 or A0. The box diagrams
with X = X ′ = H0/A0 will also contribute to b→ s`` processes.
Here, C
(′)
S and C
(′)
P are the Wilson coefficients associated with the scalar and pseudoscalar operators. It has been
shown that these operators are tightly constrained by the data on B(Bs → µ+µ−). Therefore, the contributions from
the scalar and pseudoscalar operators can not explain the observed anomalous results in R(K(∗)) [49, 50].
In our model, the diagrams that will contribute to the process b → s`` are shown in Fig. 3, where X/X ′ can be
either of H0 or A0. As one can see from Eq. 10, the new couplings (λij) carry the generation indices of the SM
fields (first index) as well as that of the vector like fermions (second index). Therefore, depending on the type of
vector like fermion in the loop, there will be several contributions to the decay amplitude. This will be function of
the new Yukawa couplings and the masses of the new particles. However, for the simplicity of the analysis, we have
followed the hierarchy: λij << λii (i, j = 1, 2 and 3), i.e, the off diagonal Yukawas are suppressed with respect to
the diagonal terms. Also, since one of our goals is to explain the R(K(∗)) anomaly, which requires lepton universality
violation, we have further assumed λ33 >> λ22 >> λ11. In this simplified picture, the box diagram with D3 and E2
(in the loop) will have the dominant contribution to the process b → sµ+µ−. Since the dominant contribution to
all the observables mentioned above occur via the third generation of down-type vector like fermion D3 (due the to
hierarchy in the couplings), we will from now on talk only about the mass of D3. In general, the contributions from
the penguin diagrams are dominant over that of the box diagrams. However, the penguin diagrams alone can not
explain R(K(∗)) anomaly, as they contribute equally to the decay rates of B → K(∗)µµ and B → K(∗)ee. Perhaps it
is possible to explain the observed data by considering contributions from the new box diagrams alone. In such cases,
the interference of the SM Wilson coefficients (WC) with that obtained from the box diagrams will play the leading
role in explaining the observed pattern in R(K(∗)) data. If we add the contributions from the penguin diagrams, then
there will be interference of the WC obtained from the box and the penguin diagrams. Hence, depending on the size
of the individual contributions, the interference of the new box and penguin diagrams could also play an important
role in the explanation of the observed data. For completeness, in our analysis we have considered the contributions
from all types of diagrams which are shown in Fig. 3.
The most general expression for the box diagram with two scalars X and X
′
is given by :
iMBox =
ipi2λ∗bDiλsDiλ
∗
µEj
λµEj
(2pi)4
A Oeff , (32)
where, l = e, µ and the loop factor is
A =
[
M4
X′
(M2X −M2X′ )(M2Di −M2X′ )(M2Ej −M2X′ )
ln
(
M2X
M2
X′
)
+
M4Di
(M2Di −M2Ej )(M2Di −M2X′ )(M2Di −M2X)
ln
(
M2Di
M2X
)
+
M4Ej
(M2Ej −M2Di)(M2Ej −M2X′ )(M2Ej −M2X)
ln
(
M2Ej
M2X
)]
.
(33)
The effective operator is given by
10
Oeff = [b¯γµ(1− γ5)s][l¯γµ(1− γ5)l]
= [b¯γµ(1− γ5)s][l¯γµl]− [b¯γµ(1− γ5)s][l¯γµγ5l]
= O9 −O10. (34)
From now on, we will rewrite the couplings λbD3 ≡ λb and λsD3 ≡ λs. On the other hand, we write λeE1 ≡ λe,
λµE2 ≡ λµ and λτE3 ≡ λτ to simplify our notations.Thus Eq. 32 can be written as
iMBox ∼ i[CNP9 O9 + CNP10 O10], (35)
where,
CNP9 = −CNP10 = −
(
λbλsλ
2
µA
32pi2
)
, (36)
which has to be normalized with a factor N = −
( √
2
4GFV ∗tbVts
× 4piα
)
so that the operators are at par with those given
in Eq. 27.
The amplitude of the photon exchanged penguin diagrams can be written as
Mγ = [b¯(ALq2γµPL + iARmτσµνqνPR)s]e
2
q2
[¯`γµ`], (37)
where q is the photon momentum. The dominant contributions will come from D3, therefore, the form-factors AL
and AR are induced by the product λsλb coupling. The contribution to C9 will come only from AL, whose approximate
form is given by:
AL =
λsλ
∗
b
32pi2M2
X(′)
ξ(rD3)
3
, (38)
with
ξ(rD3) =
1
6(1− rD3)4
[−11 + 18rD3 − 9r2D3 + 2r3D3 − 6 ln rD3 ]. (39)
and rD3 = M
2
D3
/M2
X(′) .
The Z-mediated penguin amplitude for the process b→ s`` can be written as
MZ = [b¯FLγµPLs] 1
M2Z
[¯`γµ(a`LPL + a
`
RPR)`], (40)
where
afL =
g
cos θW
(tf3 −Qf sin2 θW ), afR =
g
cos θW
(−Qf sin2 θW ). (41)
From the diagrams of Fig. 3 we obtain
FL =
g
cos θW
λsλ
∗
b
32pi2
[
aD3R
(
1
2
− 2C
)
+ aD3L rD3ξ0(rD3) + a
s
LB
]
. (42)
The finite parts of C, ξ0 and B are given by
C =
1
2
∫ 1
0
dx(1− x) ln[xM2
X(′) + (1− x)M2D3 ],
ξ0(rD) =
∫ 1
0
dx
1− x
x+ (1− x)rD3
B =
1
2
∫ 1
0
dxx ln[xM2
X(′) + (1− x)M2D3 ]. (43)
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FIG. 4: The Feynman Diagram contributing to the Bs-meson mixing in our model with X,X
′ denoting either H0
or A0. All other possible symmetric diagrams have also been considered during computation. The dominant contri-
butions will come from D3.
The Z-mediated penguin diagrams will contribute to both C9 and C10. Therefore, the total contributions to C9
and C10 can be extracted from
M =MBox +MZ +Mγ . (44)
The numerical analysis are done the next section (VI).
B. Bs −Bs Mixing
The ∆F = 2 process Bs −Bs mixing may play a crucial role in constraining the parameters of our model relevant
for b→ s transitions. In this case the important observable is the mass difference ∆MBs , which is defined as
∆MBs = 2|MBs12 |. (45)
In the SM, the dominating contributions to MBs12 will come from the dispersive part of the box diagram amplitude
with W boson and the top quark in the loop. The mathematical expression for it is given by
MBs12
∣∣∣∣
SM
=
G2F
12pi2
f2BsBˆBsMBsM
2
W (V
∗
tbVts)
2ηBS0
(
m2t
M2W
)
, (46)
S0 is the Inami-Lim function:
S0(x) =
4x− 11x2 + x3
4(1− x)2 −
3x3 log x
2(1− x)3 . (47)
The detail of the SM calculations can be seen from [51].
In the presence of NP there will be additional contributions to MBs12 . In our model the dominant contributions will
come from the box diagram as shown in Fig. 4, which is given by
MBs12
∣∣∣∣
NP
=
(
4λ2bλ
2
s
32pi2
)
f2BsBˆBsMBsSNP (48)
where,
SNP =
[
M2D3
(M2
X′
−M2D3)(M2D3 −M2X)
+
M4D3(M
2
X +M
2
X′ )− 2M2D3M2XM2X′
(M2
X′
−M2D3)2(M2D3 −M2X)2
Log
(
M2D3
M2X
)
− M
4
X′
(M2
X′
−M2D3)2(M2X′ −M2X)
Log
(
M2
X′
M2X
)] (49)
There will be several such diagrams with H0 and/or A0 in the loop.
In the SM, the Bs mixing phase is negligibly small, also in our analysis we are assuming real Yukawa couplings.
Hence, we can express the mixing amplitude as
∆MBs = (∆MBs)SM + (∆MBs)NP = (∆MBs)SM
(
1 + ∆Mix
)
, (50)
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FIG. 5: Variations of relic abundance with the DM mass MH0 for different values of the couplings in the (a) low
mass and (b) high mass regions of the DM. The plots show that as we switch on the leptonic and/or quark portal
couplings, new annihilation channels open up, lowering the relic abundance for a fixed DM mass.
with ∆Mix =
(
∆MBs
)
NP(
∆MBs
)
SM
. In this ratio, the bag factor and the decay constant will cancel which are the major sources
of uncertainties in the SM predictions of the oscillation frequency. ∆Mix is sensitive to the NP parameters and using
Eq. 50 we can find out the maximum allowed ranges of this observable. Using the latest data on ∆MBs [6] and the
following inputs for decay constant and the bag factor [52, 53]
fBs = 0.2284± 0.0037 GeV, and BBs = 1.327± 0.034, (51)
we find that ∆Mix could be as big as 15% if we consider the 1σ allowed ranges of all the relevant inputs. This could
be even 20% if one uses the projected lattice results as given in ref. [52].
VI. RESULTS: DM AND FLAVOUR
In this section we discuss the results obtained from the analysis of the DM and flavour sector of our model. We
scan the NP parameter space using the constraints from flavour data, relic density and direct detection bounds. In
the context of our model, the free parameters are:
λb, λs, λµ, λτ , MH0 , MA0 , MH± , ME3 , ME2 , ME1 , MD1 = MD2 = MD3 = MD.
Amongst them, we have fixed few of the couplings, such as λs = 0.01 and λe = 0.001. Also, we choose λb < 1,
λµ < 1.5 and λτ ≈ 1.5. The rest of the free parameters are constrained from the R(K(∗)), B(Bs → µµ), ∆aµ and
relic data. With these choices of the couplings, we can easily overcome the present constraints on flavour changing
b → s processes, like Bs − B¯s mixing, B(B → Xsγ) etc. We will explicitly show this for Bs − B¯s mixing. We have
checked that in our model within the chosen benchmark points given in Table II, the branching fraction B(B → Xsγ)
will be of order O(10−6) which is suppressed with respect to the corresponding SM branching fraction by two order
of magnitude.
First, we will discuss the effects of different parameters of our model on DM relic abundance. As mentioned earlier,
in pure IDM, there exists two distinct regions of DM mass which satisfy the relic abundance criterion. In Fig. 5
we have shown the variations of DM relic abundance with MH0 in two different DM mass regions (low and high)
for different new couplings and masses of the exotic vector like fermions. In Fig. 5a, we have kept ∆M = 60 GeV
and varied MH0 between 50 GeV and 75 GeV (low DM mass region). In this region, with the variation of our new
parameters, the allowed values of MH0 do not change significantly from that obtained in pure IDM case. In Fig. 5b,
we have kept ∆M = 2 GeV and MH0 > 500 GeV (high DM mass region). Here, the same mass splitting between
different components of the inert scalar doublet namely, ∆M = MH± −MH0 = MA0 −MH0 are considered. In this
region, the deviation from pure IDM scenario is significant.As expected, for the fixed values of the masses of the
vector like fermions, the new couplings and the associated allowed values of MH0 are positively correlated. For the
pure IDM scenario, in the low mass region, the allowed values of MH0 is not strongly correlated with the choice of
∆M , while in the high mass region the relic abundance is only satisfied when ∆M is very small, or in other words
when the inert scalars are nearly degenerate.
For simplicity, in the low DM mass region, we have fixed MH0 at 70 GeV for the rest of our analysis. In Fig. 6,
we have shown the variations of the relic abundance with the mass splitting ∆M for different benchmark values of
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FIG. 6: The plots in the top panel (6a,6b) and the bottom left plot (6c) shows the variations of relic abundance
with the mass splitting ∆M = MH± − MH0 = MA0 − MH0 for the DM mass MH0 = 70 GeV. Here, different
benchmark points are chosen for the other new parameters. The similar correlations in the high DM mass region
(MH0 = 600 GeV) is shown in the bottom right plot (6d).
the new couplings and masses. From Fig. 6a, 6b and 6c we note that, as the new parameters are switched on, the
relic abundance decreases compared to pure IDM scenario due to the increase in annihilation cross section. Also, the
required mass splitting ∆M will be less in our model compared to that in pure IDM. Since we have assumed λτ > λµ
the dominant contributions to the relic abundance will come from the annihilation to τ+τ−, which can be seen from
Fig. 6a where the variations are almost independent of the choices of λµ. The sensitivity of the relic abundance to
the mass splitting in the high mass region is shown in Fig. 6d. With the increase in λµ, the mass degeneracies are
becoming tighter compared to pure IDM scenario. Similar trend is also expected with the variation of λb as well.
In section IV, we have discussed various diagrams and their contributions to muon (g−2) and LFV decays `i → `jγ.
There will be contributions from penguin diagrams with vector like leptons E3, E2 or E1 in the loop. Since we are
assuming a hierarchical structure for the couplings: λ32 ≈ λ23 << λ22(≡ λµ) < λ33(≡ λτ ), therefore, the contributions
in ∆aµ from all these diagrams will not be important. The dominant contribution will come from the penguin diagram
with E2 in the loop. The variations of ∆aµ with the new coupling λµ for different values of ME2 are shown in Fig. 7a.
We note that for 150 GeV ≤ ME2 ≤ 350 GeV, the excess in muon (g − 2) allows the values of λµ > 0.3. Especially,
higher masses prefer higher values of the coupling λµ. On the other hand, the contribution from all the vector like
fermions will be relevant for the LFV decays. However, since in our framework the off-diagonal elements are small
compared to the diagonal elements, the contribution to the branching fraction will not be significantly large. As an
example, we have chosen λ32 = λ23 ≈ 0.01. With this choice, the branching fraction τ → µγ will be much below
the current experimental limit, even if we choose λµ or λτ roughly ∼ O(1) (Fig. 7b). Here, we have not discussed
the LFV τ− → µ−µ+µ− decay. In our model, the leading diagram for this decay is same as τ → µγ , with a virtual
photon converting into a muon pair 1. It is expected that for the same set of NP parameters the branching fraction
1 There will be one additional box diagram, the contribution of which will be suppressed compared to that of the penguin diagram.
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FIG. 7: The left plot shows the variations of ∆aµ (muon (g − 2)) with the coupling λµ for different values of ME2 .
In these plots MH0 has been taken as 70 GeV. The red dashed and dotted lines represent the 1σ and 3σ bands of
the ∆aµ, respectively. The right plot shows that with the same benchmark values of the NP parameters the decay
width for τ → µγ is well below the present experimental limit [6].
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FIG. 8: Variation of ∆Mix with λb for three different values of the vector-like quark mass MD3 (since the dominant
contribution will come from D = D3). The black dashed line indicates the maximum allowed value of ∆Mix if we
take all the inputs in Eq. 50 within their respective 1σ confidence interval.
B(τ → µ−µ+µ−) will be small compared to B(τ → µγ); as an example see [54]. Therefore, our NP parameters will
be safe with respect to present limit B(τ → µµµ)(≈ O(10−8)) [6]. The LFV decays and ∆aµ are insensitive to the
coupling λb. However, observables like R(K
(∗)) and DM relic abundance are sensitive to all the relevant couplings
and masses of the model.
In the case of Bs − B¯s mixing, in Fig. 8 we have shown the variations of ∆Mix with λb for different values of the
masses of MD3 . The black dashed line indicates the 15% allowed range in ∆Mix, the solid lines represent our model
predictions for different values of the vector-like quark mass. The other relevant parameters are fixed as before. We
note that for MD3 ≥ 500 GeV, the allowed value of λb could be as big as 1. However, for lower values of MD3 higher
values of λb will be disfavoured, as an example we can see that for MD3 = 300 GeV, λb
>∼ 0.7 will not be allowed.
Here, we would like to point out that the major uncertainties in the theory prediction is associated with the decay
constant. Therefore, if we consider the errors within their 1σ CL ranges, then that will give us a conservative estimate
of the allowed NP. We would like to stress that data will still allow a NP contribution up to 30-40% at the 3σ CL
[55]. Also, the Bd mixing allows sizeable NP contributions ≈ 30% and in our model the contribution will be negligibly
small.
As mentioned earlier, the branching fraction for the rare decay Bs → µ+µ− is consistent with its SM prediction
within 1σ confidence level. Therefore, the data on B(Bs → µ+µ−) is expected to put tighter constraints on the
parameters of any NP model in the decay b→ sµµ. More importantly if we see the current data, the measured value
is below that of SM prediction and our model has the potential to accommodate it. Although we are not considering
it seriously, we have to wait for more precise data and lattice inputs to conclude it further, but at the moment one
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can not rule out this possibility. The main source of error in Bs → µµ is the decay constant fBs whose different
lattice predictions have different errors (for detail see Ref. [53]). Therefore, in order to be conservative, the errors in
the measured value have been taken in their 2σ confidence level allowed ranges to constrain the NP parameters.
From phenomenology point of view according to the low and high DM mass regions, we divide our analysis into
two parts: in one part, we choose MH0 = 70 GeV (low DM mass), and in the other we have considered MH0 = 600
GeV (high DM mass). These will be discussed in the following sections.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIG. 9: Correlation between different NP parameters for a Low Mass DM at MH0 = 70 GeV. The blue and green
points satisfy all relevant flavour constraints (see text). The blue and the red points are the constraints obtained
on the NP parameters when the measured value of B(Bs → µ+µ−) has been allowed to vary within its 2σ and 1σ
confidence interval, respectively. To obtain these allowed parameter spaces we have kept ∆aµ within its 2σ allowed
range. The red region satisfy the relic and direct search constraints.
A. Low mass DM
In this section we show our main results for a light dark matter of mass 70 GeV and mass splitting ∆M = 110
GeV. Keeping in mind all the relevant correlations between the different parameters shown above, we do a multi-
parameter scan to find out the common parameter space that satisfies all relevant flavour constraints i.e. R(K(∗)),
B(Bs → µ+µ−), muon magnetic moment anomaly in ∆aµ as well as the correct relic abundance and direct detection
bounds of dark matter as shown in Fig. 9. To generate these plots we assumed, for simplicity, that all generations of
the vector-like leptons have the same mass i.e ME1 = ME2 = ME3 = ME . More regions on the parameter spaces of λµ
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and ME2 will be allowed if we relax this mass degeneracy. We allow both ME and MD to vary between 200 and 1000
GeV instead of keeping them fixed. In these plots λτ has been varied between 1.0− 1.5, while we have kept λµ < 1.5
and λb < 1. As mentioned earlier, the major constraints on the new parameters are mainly coming from the flavour
data, in particular from B(Bs → µµ). The blue and green regions represent those constraints when the measured
value of B(Bs → µµ) has been allowed to vary within its 2σ and 1σ confidence interval, respectively. Also, we have
considered ∆aµ within its 2σ confidence interval
2. The red regions represent the bound on the NP parameters from
the relic density and direct detection cross section of DM. An interesting feature here is the presence of two distinct
regions in the parameter spaces of λµ, λb and MD (Fig. 9a and 9b). These two regions correspond to high and low
values of λb, respectively. In both the allowed regions, λµ can take moderate values > 0.5. However, its magnitude
can not be very high (>> 1) when λb >∼ 0.7. On the other hand when λb is small, the common parameter spaces
are obtained in regions where λµ ≈ 1.5, which could be relaxed and the values λµ <∼ 1.5 will be allowed if we lift the
mass degeneracies of the vector like leptons, for example see Fig. 10a3. Hence, for completeness we have analysed
both these regions in the collider searches as will be discussed later. Also, we note that λµ > 0.4 for ME <∼ 800 GeV
and λb > 0.7 in the whole range of MD are allowed by all data. Note that muon (g− 2) is not sensitive to λb or MD.
Also, we see a nice correlation between ME and MD, for the higher values of MD (≥ 500 GeV) the relic density prefer
ME ≤ 400 GeV. We have checked that this constraint can be relaxed if we assume non degenerate vector like fermion
masses for all the generations, for example see Fig. 10b.
(a) (b)
FIG. 10: Similar plots as given in 9a and 9d. In addition, here we are considering the case ME2 6= ME3 which are
represented by cyan region.
Following the above discussions, from the allowed parameter spaces we have chosen seven benchmark points (BPs),
listed in Table. II, for collider analysis elaborated in Sec. VII. Also, we have checked that the values of the Wilson
coefficients CNP9 and C
NP
10 in all these benchmark scenarios are consistent with those obtained from the global fit [56],
in particular the scenario with CNP9 = −CNP10 . We have focussed on both the allowed regions of couplings as shown
in Fig. 9a, so that we can phenomenologically distinguish them from each other. BP1 to BP5 have the characteristics
of high λb and intermediate λµ while a low λb and high λµ characterize BP6 and BP7.
In pure IDM, the electroweak precision observables (EWPO) like S and T , play an important role in constraining
the mass splitting ∆M between the inert scalars [57]. We have already taken care of this constraint while scanning
the new parameter spaces. Our model contains singlet vector fermions which do not mix. Hence, there will not be
any additional significant contributions in S, T and U parameters, although there will be diagrams that contribute
to Z → µµ¯ and Z → bb¯ decays at one loop level. However, we have checked that within our chosen model parameters
2 We have allowed parameter space even if we consider ∆aµ within its 1σ confidence interval, which can be seen from Fig.7a.
3 If we lift the mass degeneracies in the vector like leptons than for higher masses of ME3 the DM will mostly annihilate to τ
+τ− and
this channel will contribute maximally to the relic abundance. Hence, their won’t be any strong constraints on the parameter spaces of
ME2 and λµ from relic abundance which can also be understood from the observations made in Fig. 6a and 6c.
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BP MD (GeV) λb ME2 (GeV) λµ ME3 (GeV) λτ
1. 500 0.9 150 0.5 350 1.5
2. 750 0.9 250 0.7 250 1.2
3. 750 0.9 200 0.7 350 1.5
4. 850 0.9 250 0.7 250 1.2
5. 900 0.9 350 0.8 350 1.5
6. 800 0.1 350 1.5 350 1.5
7. 800 0.1 180 1.5 500 1.5
TABLE II: Benchmark points for low mass is shown.
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FIG. 11: The plot shows the variation direct detection cross section with DM mass in direct search plane. The
black lines correspond to different BPs, where the DM mass has been varied, while the dots correspond to specific
choices of the DM mass (see text for details), the red line is the exclusion limit from recent XENON-1T data and
the blue line is the direct search limit from pure IDM case. .
those contributions are highly suppressed. Therefore, the EWPO will not put any stringent constraint on our model
parameters.
Before moving on to the collider analysis, we show, for illustrative purpose, the variation of spin-independent direct
search cross section (per nucleon) with the DM mass in Fig. 11 for some of the chosen BPs in Table. II. For a
comparison, the similar correlation for pure IDM is presented in the same figure. The solid red line is the exclusion
limit from recent XENON-1T data [30]. The black dots on each black line refer to particular point corresponding to a
fixed MH0 , satisfying constraints from relic density, direct search (as they lie below the experimental exclusion limit)
and flavour bounds (which we have discussed in Sec. IV and Sec. V A). As pointed out earlier, and can now be seen
from these plots, the presence of exotic quarks increases the direct detection rates compared to the pure IDM keeping
it more promising for observing at ongoing direct search experiments.
B. High Mass DM
We analyze the high DM mass region of the IDM in context of our extended framework. As discussed earlier, we
need to consider degenerate masses for the IDM scalars (as we need to resort on co-annihilation channels in order
to satisfy relic density) and also tune λL to an appropriate value. So the masses of vector-like leptons (Ei) and the
vector-like bottom partner (D) will have to be greater than the masses of A0 or H± to maintain the stability of the
DM. We consider a mass splitting of 2 GeV between the inert scalars and set λL to 0.0001.
The parameter space which are allowed by flavour data are shown in Fig. 12a and Fig. 12b. We have kept the value
of the DM mass fixed at MH0 = 600 GeV. It is interesting to note that, in this case, we will be able to explain the
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FIG. 12: Top Left (12a): Variation of R(K) with λµ for fixed values of DM mass and λb, for three different val-
ues of ME2 . The yellow band shows the 1σ experimental range of R(K). Top Right (12b): Same for 1σ experimen-
tal range of R(K(∗)). Middle (12c): Variation of relic abundance with λµ for the same chosen parameters as in 12a
and 12b, the orange band shows the Planck-observed relic density bound.
R(K(∗)) anomaly only for higher values of λµ (≈ 3 or 4). However, for the same masses, such high values of λµ will
not allow us to achieve right relic abundance (see Fig. 12c). Hence, it is not possible to obtain a common parameter
space that satisfies both relic abundance and flavour constraints simultaneously. When we add new interactions,
new annihilation channels open up and they make the DM under-abundant. So in order to make the effects of NP
minimal, we require the couplings to be small but masses to be large (Fig .5b). However, if we also want to explain
the flavour anomalies for such high values of the vector like fermions masses, we need very high values of couplings
as well (λµ >∼ 3) . So it is impossible to achieve solution in this region of DM mass and hence we discard further
investigations for this case.
VII. COLLIDER PHENOMENOLOGY
Our goal is to investigate the implications of our model on collider searches at the LHC. As mentioned earlier, we
have expanded the contact interaction of the DM with the SM and included the vector like fermions (mediators) as
propagating degrees of freedom of the theory. Also, it is clear from the above discussions that the mediators have
decay channels to the SM fermions. In this section, we will analyze the prospects for detecting the additional fields
of our model at the LHC through various channels. Due to the presence of the exotic vector like leptons and quarks,
the model gives rise to several tantalizing collider signatures. Here, we have discussed a few of them:
• Opposite sign dilepton with missing energy (`+`− + /ET )4.
4 Hadronically quiet dilepton with missing energy
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FIG. 13: Feynman diagrams for the production of (`+`− + /ET ) final state at a hadron collider like LHC
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FIG. 14: Feynman diagrams for channels contributing to jj + /ET final state. The gluon fusion diagram has also
been considered in this case
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FIG. 15: Feynman diagrams for channels contributing to `+`− + jj + /ET final state.
• Dijet with missing energy (jj + /ET ), there are cases where the b-jets have been tagged separately.
• Dilepton with dijet and missing energy (`+`− + jj + /ET ).
All these three final states could be tested at the LHC. The corresponding Feynman diagrams for the final states
(`+`− + /ET ), (jj + /ET ) and (`+`− + jj + /ET ) are given in figures 13, 14 and 15, respectively. In all these diagrams,
the proton(p) is considered a multiparticle composed of both quarks and gluons. Hence, all possible initial states with
quarks and gluons have been taken into account. We note that amongst all the diagrams, some will appear only in
pure IDM case. Therefore, it is important to test whether LHC can discriminate the signatures of our model from
that of pure IDM.
We will test the impact of our model parameters on the collider searches for the above mentioned final states. As
mentioned earlier, from the common parameter space satisfying flavour constraints, relic density of DM and direct
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detection bound, we have chosen our benchmark points (BP), which are given in Table II. All other parameters are
fixed at the values MH0 = 70 GeV, ∆M = 110 GeV,mh = 125 GeV, λL = 0.0001, λ2 = 0.1, λd = 0.001, λs = 0.01,
λe = 0.001.
BP σ`+`−+ /ET (fb) σjj+ /ET (fb) σ`+`−+jj+ /ET (fb)
1. 588 278 0.31
2. 54 181 2.91
3. 173 177 2.73
4. 54 172 2.75
5. 17 173 2.98
6. 20 174 2.88
7. 307 174 1.00
TABLE III: Production cross-sections for the different signals corresponding to the chosen benchmark points.
A. Simulation strategy
In this subsection we will discuss our simulation strategy. We implemented the model in FeynRule [58]. The
parton level events are generated in MADGRAPH [59], which are further showered through PYTHIA [60]. All the events
are generated at
√
s = 14 TeV using CTEQ6l [61] as the parton distribution function. All the leptons and jets are
reconstructed in order to mimic the LHC environment using the following criteria:
• Lepton (l = e, µ): Leptons are identified with a minimum transverse momentum pT > 20 GeV and pseudora-
pidity |η| < 2.5 such that they are in the central part of the detector. Two leptons are distinguished as isolated
objects if their mutual distance in the η − φ plane is ∆R =
√
(∆η)
2
+ (∆φ)
2 ≥ 0.2, while that separation
between an isolated lepton and a jet is given by ∆R ≥ 0.4.
• Jets (j): The cone jet algorithm PYCELL has been used to build jets inside PYTHIA. All the partons within
∆R = 0.4 from the jet initiator cell are included to form the jets. We require pT > 20 GeV for a clustered
object to be considered as jet. Jets are isolated from unclustered objects for ∆R > 0.4.
• Unclustered Objects: All the final state objects which are neither clustered to form jets, nor identified as isolated
leptons, belong to this category. All particles with 0.5 < pT < 20 GeV and |η| < 5, are considered as unclustered.
• Missing Energy (/ET ): The transverse momentum of all the missing particles (those are not registered in the
detector) can be estimated from momentum imbalance of the visible particles in the transverse direction. Thus,
missing energy (MET) is defined as:
/ET = −
√
(
∑
`,j
px)2 + (
∑
`,j
py)2, (52)
where the sum runs over all visible objects that include the leptons and jets, and the unclustered components.
• HT : We have used another observable for collider searches which is the scalar sum of all isolated lepton transverse
momentum:
HT =
∑
`
pT (53)
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FIG. 16: Invariant dilepton mass (M``) distribution for the signals (in red), with SM backgrounds for (`
+`− + /ET )
channel.
The dominant SM backgrounds have been generated in MADGRAPH and then showered through PYTHIA. Also appro-
priate K-factors were used to match them with the Next-to-Leading order (NLO) cross section. We have identified
dominant SM backgrounds as: tt¯, W+W−, W±Z, ZZ, Wj, Zj and Drell − Y an for the chosen signal regions. The
discovery potential of the the model, in terms of signal significance, are shown for only those cases where the signal
can be clearly distinguished from the SM background. In each case, we have also shown the status of pure IDM
scenario for comparison purpose.
B. Dilepton with missing energy final state
In Fig. 16 and 17, we have shown our model predictions for the dilepton invariant mass (M``) and HT distributions
respectively, in comparison with the relevant SM background predictions for final states containing opposite sign
dilepton and MET. The corresponding significance plots are shown in Fig. 18.
From different distributions we can see that all the chosen BPs can be distinguished from SM background as well as
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FIG. 17: HT distribution for the signals (in red), with SM backgrounds (`
+`− + /ET ) channel.
from pure IDM. From M`` distributions shown in Fig. 16 we can see that M`` > 300 GeV cut can help us to get rid of
the SM background completely for all BPs except BP1, retaining the signal intact. For BP1, on the other hand, such
a cut kills the background along with the signal as well. Similar kind of trend is also observed in the HT distribution.
We have used M`` > 200 GeV and HT > 280 GeV cuts for BP1-5 in order to determine the signal significance. Inspite
of the fact that such a cut kills most of the signals for BP1, due to its high production cross section (as shown in
Table III) it shows a very high significance along with BP3. Similarly, /ET > 200 GeV and HT > 320 GeV have
been used to compute the significance of BP6 and BP7 and a similar excess is seen in case of BP7 due to its high
production cross section. Therefore,the benchmarks BP1, BP3 and BP7 are prone to be eliminated in ongoing LHC
runs, since no excess is being found in those channels.
From the significance plot in Fig. 18 we can infer the following:
• So far at LHC, we have not seen any excess in `+`− + /ET channels, therefore, our model parameters in BP1
and BP7 are most likely to be ruled out by LHC.
• There is still a possibility that BP3 and BP6 might be probed in the future run of LHC at a luminosity
L ∼ 60 fb−1 and 200 fb−1 respectively.
• Due to identical masses of the vector like leptons (and hence same production cross section for dilepton final
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FIG. 18: Significance plot for dilepton plus /ET final state for the different BPs. The dashed blue line shows the sig-
nificance for the pure IDM scenario for comparison. The thick red and the dashed red lines are respectively show-
ing the 3σ and 5σ confidences. Note that we have used M`` > 200 GeV and HT > 280 GeV cuts to compute the
significance of BP1 to BP5 (left plot) while /ET > 200 GeV and HT > 320 GeV have been used to compute the
significance of BP6 and BP7 (right plot).
state), the significance of BP2 and BP4 are exactly the same. Both of them reach a discovery potential of 5σ
at very high luminosity (L ∼ 700 fb−1).
• It will be very hard to distinguish BP5 from pure IDM and seems almost impossible to be probed within the
future limit of LHC luminosity.
Therefore, from the collider searches of the (`+`− + /ET ) final state, it is hard to rule out the model parameters
entirely for some specific choices of BPs. What we see is that, vector like leptons with masses <∼ 200 GeV are prone
to be ruled out by LHC at present luminosity. But vector like leptons with masses of >∼ 250 GeV and above are yet
to be probed by the future high luminosity runs. In the future runs the non-observance of any excess in the data will
help us to rule out higher mass regions of the vector like leptons.
C. Dijet plus /ET final state with and without b-tagging
Signal for dijet plus /ET final state is extremely difficult to separate out from SM background and from pure IDM
signal for this model. This can easily be seen from different distributions illustrated in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20, where
we have plotted variation of the number of events with MET and HT . In Fig. 21, we have shown the significance of
different BPs for dijet final state with (left) and without (right) b tagging. For BP1, a significant excess can be seen
in all the distributions and it shows a very high significance for present LHC luminosity, which are very likely to be
ruled out by LHC data. So far, no excess has been found in the present LHC run [62]. For inclusive dijet search, all
other BPs reach a 5σ significance for a luminosity L ∼ 600 fb−1, as shown in the LHS of Fig. 21. It is also impossible
to distinguish BP5 from pure IDM scenario, while all other BPs (except BP1) lie very close to each other because of
comparable production cross sections. On the other hand, for exclusive b-tagged final states, although the BPs can
be distinguished from pure IDM case, but none of them reach a discovery limit even at very high luminosity. This
makes the model impossible to be probed at the LHC for final states containing b-jets.
Thus, we can infer that, at the present LHC luminosity the non-observation of any excess rules out the vector like
quark with masses ≤ 500 GeV (BP1). However, MD in between 700 GeV and 900 GeV are still allowed which can
further be constrained if we do not see any excess in the dijet plus /ET signal at high luminosity LHC runs. We have
also noted that MD >∼ 900 GeV can not be ruled out at the LHC even at very high luminosity run. This makes the
model difficult to be probed in dijet plus /ET final state even at high luminosity LHC runs.
In passing we would like to mention that dilepton plus dijet with missing energy final state has production cross-
section lower than that of other final state signatures we discussed so far (as tabulated in Table. III) which will result
in very low signal significance over background. Therefore, we refrain from elaborating the fate of such final states at
the LHC.
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FIG. 19: Missing energy ( /ET ) distribution for the signals (in red), with SM backgrounds for dijet+ /ET channel..
VIII. RENORMALIZATION GROUP EQUATION (RGE) RUNNING OF THE COUPLINGS
Any finite coupling is expected to hit a Landau pole at some scale. The Landau pole is the scale where the couplings
become infinite. We check the high scale validity of our model by solving the RGEs at two-loop level using PyR@TE
2 [63]. The RG equations for pure IDM has been studied extensively before [64], but the addition of vector-like
particles will modify the gauge, quartic and Yukawa couplings as given below.
The RG equations for the gauge couplings are given by :
16pi2
dgs
dµ
= −6g3s , 16pi2
dg
dµ
= −3g3, 16pi2 dg1
dµ
= +
35
3
g31 (54)
where, gs, g and g1 are the SU(3), SU(2) and U(1) gauge couplings respectively and µ is the energy scale.
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FIG. 20: HT distribution for the signals (in red), with SM backgrounds for dijet+ /ET channel.
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FIG. 21: Left: Significance plot for dijet+ /ET final state for different BPs. Right: Same when only b-jets are con-
sidered. In both the plots, the dashed blue line shows the significance for pure IDM scenario; the thick red and the
dashed red lines are respectively showing the 3σ and 5σ confidences. We have refrained from showing the signifi-
cance plots for BP6 and BP7 because they were similar and very close to BP3-5, making the plot look messy.
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The RG equations for the quartic couplings are given by :
16pi2
dλ1
dµ
= −24Y 2t Y 2b − 12Y 4b − 12Y 4t + 4λ23 + 2λ24 + 2λ25 + 12λ21 + 4λ3λ4 − 3λ1g21
− 9λ1g2 + 3g
4
1
4
+
9g4
4
+
3
2
g2g21 − 4Y 4τ + 4λ1Y 2τ
16pi2
dλ2
dµ
= −12λ2b + 2λ24 + 2λ25 − 4λ4µ − 4λ4τ − 8λ2µλ2τ + 12λ22 + 4λ23 + 4λ3λ4 + 4λ2λ2µ
+ 4λ2λ
2
τ +
3g41
4
+
9g4
4
+
3
2
g2g21 − 3λ2g21 − 9λ2g2 + 12λ2λ2b
16pi2
dλ3
dµ
= +4λ23 + 2λ
2
4 + 2λ
2
5 + 2λ1λ4 + 2λ2λ4 + 6λ1λ3 + 6λ2λ3 +
3g41
4
+
9g4
4
− 3
2
g2g21
− 9λ3g2 − 3λ3g21 + 2λ3Y 2τ + 2λ3λ2µ + 2λ3λ2τ + 6λ3Y 2b + 6λ3Y 2t + 6λ3λ2b
16pi2
dλ5
dµ
= +2λ1λ5 + 2λ2λ5 + 8λ3λ5 + 12λ3λ5 − 9λ5g2 − 3λ5g21 + 2λ5Y 2τ + 2λ5λ2µ
+ 2λ5λ
2
τ + 6λ5Y
2
b + 6λ5Y
2
t + 6λ5λ
2
b
16pi2
dλ45
dµ
= −12λ2bY 2b − 12λ2bY 2t + 4λ24 + 8λ25 − 4λ2µY 2τ − 4λ2τY 2τ + 2λ1λ4 + 2λ1λ5 − 9λ4g2
− 3λ4g21 − 9λ5g2 − 3λ5g21 + 2λ2λ4 + 2λ2λ5 + 2λ4Y 2τ + 2λ4λ2µ + 2λ4λ2τ + 2λ5Y 2τ
+ 2λ5λ
2
µ + 2λ5λ
2
τ + 3g
2
1g
2 + 6λ4Y
2
t + 6λ4Y
2
b + 6λ4λ
2
b + 6λ5Y
2
t + 6λ5Y
2
b + 6λ5λ
2
b
+ 8λ3λ4 + 8λ3λ5 + 12λ4λ5
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where λ45 = λ4 + λ5.
The RG equations for the Yukawa couplings are given by :
16pi2
dYt
dµ
= Yt
(
1
2
λ2b +
9
2
Y 2b +
9
2
Y 2t + Y
2
τ − 8g3s −
9
4
g2 − 5
12
g21
)
16pi2
dYb
dµ
= Yb
(
1
2
λ2b +
9
2
Y 2b +
9
2
Y 2t + Y
2
τ − 8g3s −
9
4
g2 − 17
12
g21
)
16pi2
dYτ
dµ
= Yτ
(
1
2
λ2µ +
1
2
λ2τ + 3Y
2
b + 3Y
2
t +
5
2
Y 2τ −
9
4
g2 − 15
4
g21
)
16pi2
dλb
dµ
= λb
(
9
2
λ2b +
1
2
Y 2b +
1
2
Y 2t + λ
2
µ + λ
2
τ − 8g3s −
9
4
g2 − 5
12
g21
)
16pi2
dλµ
dµ
= λµ
(
5
2
λ2µ +
5
2
λ2τ + 3λ
2
b +
1
2
Y 2τ −
9
4
g2 − 15
4
g21
)
16pi2
dλτ
dµ
= λτ
(
5
2
λ2µ +
5
2
λ2τ + 3λ
2
b +
1
2
Y 2τ −
9
4
g2 − 15
4
g21
)
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In Fig. 22, we have shown the variation of the Yukawa couplings in our model for the allowed benchmark scenarios.
We note that, the Landau pole is reached at ∼ 107 GeV for both BP2 and BP4, for BP5 the Landau pole is reached
at >∼ 106 GeV, while for BP6, it is reached at 105 GeV. We note that the cut-off scale is dependent on the initial value
of our NP couplings. The cut-off scale is higher if any one of the couplings are small as in BP2 (here the smaller one
being λµ = 0.7 while the largest one being λτ = 1.2) while for BP6 in which both λµ and λτ equal 1.5 and λb = 0.1,
the Landau pole is reached at 105 GeV. Thus the Landau pole is mainly driven by the smaller coupling and since we
have chosen λτ to be high in all the cases, the perturbativity of our theory is mostly determined by the value either
λµ or λb, whichever is smaller.
IX. SUMMARY
In this paper we have studied an extension of the inert Higgs doublet model with vector like fermions singlet under
SU(2)L gauge symmetry. The model offers a DM candidate same as that in pure IDM, and the vector like fermions
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FIG. 22: Running of the NP Yukawa couplings of our model with energy scale µ (in GeV) is shown here. The ma-
genta lines represent the evolution of λµ, the blue ones represent that of λτ while the orange ones are for λb. The
solid, dashed, dotted and dotdashed styles for the legends are used to represent the running for benchmarks points
2, 4, 5 and 6 respectively. Note that the solid and dashed lines overlap (due to similar variation of the couplings)
and hence are indistinguishable. Also the magenta and blue lines for BP6 overlap due to similar coupling strengths.
act as mediators between the dark sector and the visible sector, apart from the usual SM Higgs portal interactions.
Due to the presence of the Yukawa interaction and family-dependent couplings, we can now have interesting FCNC
and LFV processes, which can explain anomalies in R(K(∗)) data and also in muon (g − 2). We have studied the
parameter space of the model in detail considering bounds from DM relic density, direct detection, as well as from
flavour data for both low and high mass region of the DM. Apart from change in allowed DM mass values from relic
density requirements, due to the existence of new interactions mediated by vector like fermions, we also find more
promising direct detection rates compared to pure IDM, for chosen benchmark points.
From the resulting constrained parameter space, we have chosen a set of benchmark points for further collider
studies. Because of the presence of the exotic particles, this model gives rise to several interesting signals in collider
consisting of: hadronically quiet dilepton channel (`+`−+ /ET ), dijet channel (jj+ /ET ) and dilepton plus dijet channel
(`+`− + jj + /ET ), along with missing energy. Final states containing two leptons with two jets plus missing energy
provide a very small production cross-section, and we refrain from analyzing such signals in our work. Of the other
two channels, hadronically quiet dilepton final state shows a 5σ significance in few of our chosen benchmark scenarios
(BP2 and BP4) with ME2 and ME3
>∼ 200 GeV for M`` > 200 GeV and HT > 280 GeV, and the required luminosity
is ∼ 700 fb−1. BP6 is also likely to be probed at the future run of the LHC when the luminosity reaches ∼ 200 fb−1.
We note that the vector like lepton masses <∼ 200 GeV are very likely ruled out by LHC data since they have not seen
any excess in the above mentioned final states at the present luminosity. For inclusive dijet plus /ET final state, on
the other hand, a 5σ discovery can be claimed in couple of benchmark scenarios with MD >∼ 600 GeV for luminosity
≥ 600 fb−1.
To summarize, the vector like fermion extension of IDM is capable of explaining anomalous results like R(K(∗))
and muon (g − 2); the required new parameter spaces are allowed by other flavour data like the rare and radiative
Bq (q = d, s) decays, Bq − B¯q mixing and the LFV decays like τ → µγ, µ → eγ etc. The DM of the model satisfies
Planck-observed relic density, obeying bounds from recent direct search data. The model can also be probed in the
LHC experiment for a higher luminosity for some particular final states satisfying all the constraints mentioned above.
We also check the perturbative unitarity of the model and find that for the chosen benchmark points the model can
remain perturbative up to an energy scale 105 − 107 GeV.
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